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History of Cepex The beginnings The Fluidra Group was founded in 1958 by Jean-Jacques Mirabaud, then called "J. J.
Mirabaud". The company then produced only valves. However, in 1967, it acquired the Celexact division which was the pioneer
in the quality of silicone products. This marked the start of the Company's success story and the growth of the Fluidra group. In

1985, J. J. Mirabaud decided to start manufacturing plastic products such as sleeving, pipe clips, tubings and silos. The name
Cepex, which means silo in french, was the best way to create a new identity for the company. Evolution and growth In 1985,

Celexact was one of the first companies in the world to develop a fluid handling product, a threaded seal that allowed the use of
silicone or latex products. It was later enhanced by an innovative design that quickly became a reference worldwide. In 1990,
the company introduced a unique assembly system and later this concept was applied to other products. In 2000, the Fluidra

group acquired HPR Ceramic Valve Manufacturing Ltd, a business based in Winnipeg, Canada, that produced small pilot plant
valves. The following year, the Cepex Company of Canada was incorporated and the liquid handling division was incorporated
as Celexact Ltd. As part of the acquisition in 2007, a new strategy was launched. An international expansion was carried out.

Celexact opened offices in Singapore and Mexico, and Cepex in India and China. In 2012, the Celexact Group acquired 50% of
the shares of Tovar Valves SA, the largest valve manufacturer in Latin America. In 2015, the Fluidra Group obtained the full

acquisition of Celexact SA. The Group also founded the Celexact Group Silicones Division, which has become one of the main
suppliers of elastomers for the entire fluid handling industry. In 2018, the Fluidra group divested its valves and pipe fittings
activities to take over Fabricové Industrie. The Fluidra Group is now Cepex, the largest elastomers producer in Europe and a
world leader in the distribution of elastomer products. References External links Cepex homepage Category:Manufacturing
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